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Abstract

It is well known that the fine topology in potential theory and the
density topology in real analysis are not normal. This means that there
exist pairs of disjoint finely (density) closed sets which cannot be sep-
arated by disjoint finely (density) open sets. A natural question arises
about which pairs can be separated. We study those pairs of disjoint
finely (density) closed sets which can be separated by disjoint finely
(density) open sets. The key tool is the Lusin-Menchoff property of fine
(density) topology. The main result is that finely (density) closed sets
are finely (density) separated iff they are Fσ-“semiseparated” (Theo-
rem 2.1, Theorem 2.2).

1 Introduction

Let (X, ρ) be a topological space. Any topology τ finer than ρ is called a
(abstract) fine topology. We use the terms finely open, finely closed . . . with
respect to the fine topology. Mf denotes the fine closure of the set M . We
say that A, B ⊂ X are finely separated if there are disjoint finely open sets GA
and GB such that A ⊂ GA, B ⊂ GB .

We recall from [2, Theorem 2.1] the following proposition with its proof

Proposition 1.1 Let τ be a fine topology on a separable Baire metric space
(P, ρ). Assume that each countable subset of P is finely closed and that no
countable set is finely open. If finely continuous functions on P are in Baire
class one, then (P, τ) is not normal.
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Proof. Let A, B ⊂ P be disjoint countable dense sets. Assuming that (P, τ)
is normal, there is a finely continuous function f on P such that f = 0 on A
and f = 1 on B. Since f is in Baire class one, the sets

{f ≤ 1/3} and {f ≥ 2/3}

are disjoint residual sets. But this cannot occur in any Baire space. �
Since the space (P, τ) in the proposition is not normal, there exist two

disjoint finely closed sets which cannot be finely separated. The sets A and B
in the above proof can be finely separated (see Theorem 2.1) .

An important tool in the study of fine topologies is the Lusin-Menchoff
property. We say that the fine topology τ on (X, ρ) has the Lusin-Menchoff
property (with respect to ρ) if for each pair of disjoint subsets F and F of X,
F closed, F finely closed, there are disjoint subsets G and G of X, G open, G
finely open, such that F ⊂ G, F ⊂ G [2, p. 85].

We say that the fine topology has the Gδ-insertion property if for each
finely open set G and each finely closed set F with G ⊂ F , there is a set G of
type Gδ such that G ⊂ G ⊂ F [2, pp. 39–40].

2 Separation of Sets

The following theorems work for both the fine topology in potential theory
and the density topology in real analysis.

Theorem 2.1 Let the fine topology have the Lusin-Menchoff property. Sup-
pose a and b are finely closed sets. Suppose A and B are sets of type Fσ with
a ⊂ A, b ⊂ B, A disjoint with b, and B disjoint with a. Then there are disjoint
finely open sets α and β such that a ⊂ α and b ⊂ β.

Proof. Let A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . with Ai ⊂ Ai+1 and Ai closed. Let B =
B1 ∪B2 ∪ . . . with Bi ⊂ Bi+1 and Bi closed.

Let n = 1. For a and B1 the Lusin-Menchoff property gives a disjoint open
set U1 and a finely open set V1 such that a ⊂ U1 and B1 ⊂ V1. For b and A1

the Lusin-Menchoff property gives a disjoint open set V1 and a finely open set
U1 such that b ⊂ V1 and A1 ⊂ U1. We set α1 = U1 ∩ U1 and β1 = V1 ∩ V1.
α1 and β1 are disjoint finely open with the property that a ∩ A1 ⊂ α1 and
b ∩B1 ⊂ β1.

Let n > 1. Given α1, β1, · · · , αn−1, βn−1 we proceed to the construction
of αn, βn. For a and Bn the Lusin-Menchoff property gives a disjoint open set
Un and a finely open set Vn such that a ⊂ Un and Bn ⊂ Vn. For b and An the
Lusin-Menchoff property gives a disjoint open set Vn and a finely open set Un
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such that b ⊂ Vn and An ⊂ Un. We set αn = Un ∩Un \ β1f \ β2f \ · · · \ βn−1f
and βn = Vn ∩ Vn \α1

f \α2
f \ · · · \αn−1f . The sets αn, βn are disjoint finely

open with the property that a ∩ An ⊂ αn and b ∩ Bn ⊂ βn. The sets αi and
βj are disjoint for every i and j by construction.

Finally we set

α =

∞⋃
n=1

αn and β =

∞⋃
n=1

βn .

The sets α and β are disjoint finely open with a ⊂ α and b ⊂ β. �
Let a ⊂ A ⊂ X and b ⊂ B ⊂ X where A and B are of type Fσ, A is

disjoint with b, and B is disjoint with a. In this situation we say that a and
b are Fσ-“semiseparated”. Theorem 2.1 says (assuming the Lusin-Menchoff
property) that Fσ-“semiseparated” finely closed sets are finely separated. The
following theorem shows when the converse holds.

Theorem 2.2 Let the fine topology have the Gδ-insertion property. Suppose
A and B are disjoint finely closed, U and V are disjoint finely open, A ⊂ U ,
and B ⊂ V. Then there exist A and B of type Fσ such that A ⊂ A, B ⊂ B,
A is disjoint with B, and B is disjoint with A.

Proof. There exists a Gδ set V∗ such that V ⊂ V∗ ⊂ Vf by the Gδ-insertion
property. We set A = C \ V∗. Then A is of type Fσ, A ⊂ A and A is disjoint
with B. Similarly we set B = C \ U∗. �

Theorem 2.2 says (assuming the Gδ-insertion property) that finely sepa-
rated finely closed sets are Fσ-“semiseparated”. We show that in two impor-
tant cases we get the characterization of finely separated pairs of finely closed
sets.

Corollary 2.3 For the fine topology in potential theory on a σ-compact space
X two finely closed sets are finely separated if and only if they are Fσ-“semisep-
arated”.

Proof. Since the fine topology has the Lusin-Menchoff property [2, Corollary
10.26], Theorem 2.1 applies. Since the fine topology has the Gδ-insertion
property [2, Theorem 10.30], Theorem 2.2. applies. �

Corollary 2.4 Suppose the fine topology is the density topology on R. Then
two finely closed sets are finely separated if and only if they are Fσ-“semisep-
arated”.
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Proof. Since the density topology has the Lusin-Menchoff property [2, 6.A.8],
Theorem 2.1 applies. Since the density topology has the Gδ-insertion property
[2, 6.A.10], Theorem 2.2 applies. �

Remark 2.5 Other material on density separated density closed sets can be
found in [1, 3, 4, 5] (see [2, 6.A.5]).
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